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Task Allocation in Mobile Crowd Sensing:
State-of-the-Art and Future Opportunities
Jiangtao Wang , Leye Wang, Yasha Wang, Daqing Zhang, and Linghe Kong

Abstract—Mobile crowd sensing (MCS) is the special case of
crowdsourcing, which leverages the smartphones with various
embedded sensors and user’s mobility to sense diverse phenomenon in a city. Task allocation is a fundamental research issue
in MCS, which is crucial for the efficiency and effectiveness of
MCS applications. In this paper, we specifically focus on the task
allocation in MCS systems. We first present the unique features
of MCS allocation compared to generic crowdsourcing, and then
provide a comprehensive review for diversifying problem formulation and allocation algorithms together with future research
opportunities.
Index Terms—Crowdsourcing, mobile crowd sensing (MCS),
task allocation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RBAN sensing is crucial for understanding the current
status of a city in many aspects (e.g., air quality, traffic status, noise level, etc.). With the development of Internet of Things (IoT), mobile Internet and
cloud computing, we now have various ways to collect
urban information [1]–[3]. Among them, the prevalence of
mobile devices and the increasing smart sensing requirements in the city have led to an alternative or complementary approach for urban sensing, called mobile crowd
sensing (MCS) [4]. Similar concepts include participatory
sensing [5], location-based/mobile/spatial crowdsourcing [6],
collaborative sensing [7], and so forth.
MCS leverages the inherent mobility of mobile users (i.e.,
participants or workers), the sensors embedded in mobile
phones and the existing communication infrastructure (Wi-Fi
and 4G/5G networks) to collect and transfer urban sensing data. MCS has enabled diverse applications, such as air
quality monitoring [33], noise level sensing [18], queue time
estimation [66], risky mountain trail detection [76], and so
forth. Compared to wireless sensor networks, which are based
on specialized sensing infrastructures, MCS is less costly and
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can obtain a higher spatial–temporal coverage. As a result, the
emergence of MCS has expanded the scope of IoT, where the
“things” are not only limited to physical objects (i.e., they also
include human and their carried mobile devices).
The connection between tasks and workers is crucial for
the success of MCS applications. The simplest way is that
the organizers publish various MCS tasks and workers select
tasks themselves based on their location and preferences (e.g.,
Medusa [9] and PRISM [10]), which is called the pull mode.
The pull mode is easy to implement. However, for the pull
mode, the cloud server does not have any control over the
tasks assignments. Since workers select tasks based on their
own preference or goals (e.g., nearby, easy, or high payment),
the overall performance may not be globally optimized. For
example, some sensing tasks have few participants so that the
sensing quality is low, while others may have too many which
leads to redundant sensing data.
Therefore, it is a promising technical alternative that the
server automatically assigns sensing tasks to workers according to the system optimization goals (e.g., maximizing the
sensing quality while ensuring the budget constraints), which
is called the push mode. In recent years, the studies for automatic MCS task allocation becomes a hotspot in research
communities, such as ubiquitous computing, social computing,
cooperative computing, and computer network.
There are some tutorials or surveys (e.g., [1] and [24])
for MCS in recent years. The scope of these papers is for
the entire research community of MCS, which discuss different aspects and research issues in this field to give us an
overview picture of MCS. However, as these survey papers
mainly focus on the general and overall research picture and
roadmap of MCS, none of them summarize and discuss the
research problem of sensing task allocation in details and
systematically. Especially as task allocation is one of the
hottest research topics in MCS where there are still continuous achievements published in top venues across various areas
in recent years (e.g., ICDE [71], UbiComp [32], CSCW [50],
WWW[64], IEEE TMC [72], and IEEE TIST [73]), a tutorial or survey devoted to summarizing its up-to-date research
results is even desirable. To this end, in this paper, we
specifically focus on the task allocation problem in MCS
and provide a comprehensive review with future research
opportunity.
The possible inspiration derived from this paper consists of
the following aspects.
1) We analyze the unique factors or features in MCS in
addition to general crowdsourcing, which can reveal
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B. Life-Cycle of MCS and Research Issues

Fig. 1.

Crowdsourcing used in different domains.

why the traditional task assignment methods for crowdsourcing cannot be directly utilized to tackle the task
allocation problem in MCS.
2) We present and summarize different types of problem
formulation in MCS task allocation and corresponding
algorithms, which help the researchers or engineers to
quickly identify the subset of studies and provide guidance or inspiration when designing and implementing
the MCS systems or applications.
3) We discuss some potential research directions and proposals, which aims to consider more practical issues in
MCS task allocation.
II. P RELIMINARY FOR MCS
A. Crowdsourcing and MCS
The term “crowdsourcing” was coined by Howe [11] to
describe how businesses were using the Internet to outsource
work to the crowd. The basic idea of crowdsourcing is to leverage the power of crowd to collaboratively complete a complex
task, where each individual (called “worker”) only completes
much easier micro-tasks. In recent years, crowdsourcing-based
systems are widely used in many domains [12]–[16] (see
Fig. 1), and the intersection between crowdsourcing and these
tradition research areas gives rise to a new research topic.
The popularity of mobile devices and the increasing sensing requirement in the city enable a subclass of crowdsourcing
called the MCS [1]. Similar to the notion of participatory
sensing [5] and human-centric computing [17], MCS refers to
the sensing paradigm in which users with sensor-rich mobile
devices collect and contribute data in order to enable various
applications. In an MCS system, there are two key players,
i.e., workers (or participants) who collect and report sensing
data through mobile device, and task organizers who manage
and coordinate whole MCS process. Various kinds of MCS
applications have been proposed and implemented in both
academic and industry areas, such as environmental applications [18], [19], infrastructure applications [8], [20], [21],
and social applications [22], [23]. For detailed introduction
and classification about various MCS applications, interested
readers can refer to a recent survey paper [29].

The life-cycle of MCS can be divided into four stages:
1) task creation; 2) task allocation; 3) task execution; and
4) data aggregation. The main functionality and research issues
of each stage are briefly described as follows.
1) Task Creation: The MCS organizer creates an MCS task
through providing the workers with the corresponding
mobile phone applications. In this stage, the key research
issue is how to improve the efficiency of MCS task creation, especially for those who do not have professional
programming skills [9], [25].
2) Task Allocation: After the organizer creates an MCS
task, the next stage is task allocation, in which the application or a public platform recruits workers and assigns
them with sensing tasks. The key research issue at this
stage is how to optimize the task allocation with the
consideration of diverse factors, such as spatial coverage,
incentive cost, energy consumption, and task completion
time [46], [50].
3) Task Execution: Once receiving the assigned micro sensing tasks, the workers complete them within a predefined
spatial–temporal scale (i.e., time duration and target
region). This state includes sensing, computing, and
data uploading. How to save energy consumption is the
major research issue in this stage [27], [28].
4) Crowd Data Integration: This stage aggregates the
reported data from the crowd according to the requirement of task organizers. The key issue in this stage
is how to infer missing data and provide a complete
spatial–temporal picture of the target phenomenon (e.g.,
the real-time air quality map in the city) [39], [40].
In this paper, we specifically focus on the task allocation
stage. We first present the unique features of MCS allocation compared to generic crowdsourcing. Then, we provide
a comprehensive review for diversifying problem formulation and allocation algorithms together with future research
opportunities.
III. S PECIFIC FACTORS IN MCS TASK A LLOCATION
A. Overview
MCS is the special case where the idea of crowdsourcing is used in urban sensing scenarios. Task allocation of
MCS shares some common concerns or factors with general
crowdsourcing tasks (e.g., article writing or image classification) [30]. For example, both general crowdsourcing and MCS
consider incentive models and budget constraints in task allocation strategies. On the other hand, MCS has its own unique
features which differ from general crowdsourcing. To this end,
we provide the comparative schemas of general crowdsourcing
and MCS in Fig. 2, where the green color labels the unique
factors of MCS.
Essentially, the unique characteristic of MCS lies in the
aspects of mobility and sensing. Thus, we elaborate the
MCS-specific factors or features from these two aspects.
1) Mobility-Relevant Features: Different from general
crowdsourcing tasks, MCS requires the workers to complete
sensing tasks in certain locations, because the sensing results
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Fig. 2. Comparative schemas of general crowdsourcing and MCS (left:
general crowdsourcing and right: MCS. Green one labels the unique factors
for MCS compared to general crowdsourcing).

are location-dependent (e.g., air quality, noise level, and traffic
congestion status). This characteristic leads to the “participatory mode” and “location privacy” features in Fig. 2. First,
based on how the workers move to the locations for sensing, we can divide MCS task allocation into two participation
modes (i.e., participatory or opportunistic). Second, since MCS
usually targets at collecting spatial data all across a city,
location privacy should be carefully preserved. In addition,
spatial–temporal models usually need to be considered in the
sensing quality metric of MCS, but rarely in the task quality
of general crowdsourcing.
2) Sensing-Relevant Features: Different from general
crowdsourcing, MCS always targets at urban sensing tasks.
First, the execution of sensors and localization modules introduces much more energy consumption into MCS than general
crowdsourcing. The energy consumption has a direct impact
on the battery life of a worker’s smartphone. If the energy consumption of an MCS task is too high, it will severely reduce
the mobile phone users’ willingness of becoming a crowd
worker. Therefore, it is important to control the energy consumption of workers in the MCS systems, which is also labeled
as a unique feature in Fig. 2. Second, many MCS tasks need
to invoke phone-embedded sensors for task completion, but
the set of sensors for each worker may be different as they
hold various brands and models of smart devices. Thus, the
“sensor type requirement” should be particularly considered
in the task allocation of MCS.
As the worker and organizer are the key roles in MCS, we
divide the above MCS-specific factors into two categories from
the perspective of worker and organizer, respectively.
B. Worker-Side Factors
1) Workers’ Participation Mode:
• Participatory Mode: This mode requires the workers
to change their original routes and specifically move
to certain places to complete MCS tasks [31], [32],
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and its advantage is that it can guarantee task completion. However, since workers need to deviate from their
original routines and travel to task locations, it incurs
extra travel cost and can be intrusive to the workers. It
also increases the task organizers’ incentive cost, since
the task organizers usually have to pay extra incentive rewards to compensate for the traveling cost of the
workers.
• Opportunistic Mode: For this mode, workers can complete tasks unintentionally during their daily routines
without the need to change their routes [33], [34]. The
opportunistic mode does not require knowledge of the
workers’ intended travel routes, so it is less intrusive
for the workers and less costly for the task organizers.
However, the sensing quality of the assigned tasks depend
heavily on the workers’ routine trajectories. For tasks that
are located at places visited by few or even no workers,
their sensing quality can be very poor.
2) Location Privacy: There have been proposed a spectrum
of location privacy preserving techniques for location-based
services, and many of them have also been successfully
adopted in MCS [65]. Different privacy mechanisms may
have their own metrics to quantify the privacy protection
effect. For example, the cloaking mechanism is often designed
based on the k-anonymity metric, i.e., ensuring that a user’s
reported location is same as the other k − 1 users (i.e.,
a user is indistinguishable from the other k − 1 users) [68];
ε-differential-privacy is a location obfuscation scheme to
protect users’ real locations, which is able to bound the
adversary’s posterior knowledge improvement over his prior
knowledge about a user’s location, while ε can be set by
users’ privacy preferences [64]. In other words, if an adversary foreknows that a user has a probability of P in a location
L, with the ε-differential-privacy protection, the adversary’s
confidence probability of the user at L will not be larger
than C ∗ P after observing the user’s obfuscated location,
where C is a constant determined by ε. As location privacy protection mechanisms generally include noises added
into participants’ locations, it will bring novel challenges for
task allocation, e.g., locations of users’ uploaded data become
somehow uncertain [69] and the distance between users and
task locations cannot be precisely measured [64]. Then, finding the optimal privacy mechanism, where the loss of task
allocation efficiency is minimized, becomes rather important.
3) Energy Consumption: Several methods proposed in for
mobile phone sensing [35] can be directly used to reduce
the energy consumption for an individual worker, which are
mainly adopted in the sensing and data uploading phase of
MCS. Additionally, we can further optimize the overall energy
consumption by designing more sophisticated task allocation
mechanism [26]. In this paper, we focus on how to take the
energy consumption concern into consideration in the task
allocation phase.
C. Organizer-Side Factors
1) Spatial–Temporal Model: Different from general crowdsourcing, task organizers in MCS can obtain a spatial–temporal
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overview of the environment in the target area (e.g., air quality map in Beijing) by collecting sensor readings from mobile
users. The most common way of modeling the time and space
in MCS is to divide the entire sensing areas and time period
into some equal-size subareas (1 km×1 km) and equal-length
time slots (1 h per slot), so that we can get a number of
spatial–temporal cells [33], [34], [49], [50]. Another way is
regarding the sensing target as a point-of-interest (POI) with
a given range (e.g., a circle with 100 m radius). If a mobile
user moves inside such a range of a POI, he/she can collect the
sensing data at this point [53]–[56]. Most of the general crowdsourcing tasks do not consider the location of the workers
and sensing cycles. But for some, such as Internet quality measurement [57], the time and location of the reported
network quality information is also considered. However, their
spatial–temporal models are quite different, where the topology (the spatial model) and peak hours (the temporal model)
of the network are considered to measure the service quality.
2) Sensing Quality: For MCS task allocation, the quality
of sensing data is a primary concern for the task organizer.
Thus, how to model or quantify the quality of sensing task in
MCS should be considered. The sensing quality metric can be
divided into the following two types.
• Spatial–temporal coverage-based metrics. One naive to
measure the quality of sensing data is based on the
number of collected data samples. Accordingly, a common metric to measure the sensing quality of an MCS
tasks is the spatial–temporal coverage, i.e., how many
subareas can be covered by the sensing data collected [33], [34], [49], [50]. It is also different in defining
whether a subarea is “covered” or not. To simplify
the problem, earlier research works always assume that
if one subarea gets one data sample, it is regarded
as covered in this time slot. However, recent studies such as [50] assume that at least a number of
samples is needed (i.e., the minimum threshold) to
guarantee the reliability of collected data. Then, if
the minimum requirement is met, the coverage quality would increase as the number of samples increases
until reaching to a certain degree (i.e., the maximum
threshold).
• Sensor data value-based metrics. Due to the temporal and
spatial correlations in the MCS systems, the sensor readings of some spatial–temporal cells can be inferred from
the others. In this case, another typical way to quantify the sensing quality is to infer the data of subareas
without sensor readings and then compute the inference
error [39]–[41]. Especially, the average inference error
among all the subareas is also often used as a quality metric [39], [40] for continuous sensing values (e.g.,
temperature), while average classification error is used
for classification-based sensing values (e.g., air quality
level) [41].

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION IN MCS TASK A LLOCATION
Task allocation for MCS tasks is commonly formulated as
the mathematical optimization problems with various goals
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Fig. 3.

Classification of problem formulation in MCS task allocation.

and constraints. We classify and summarize the state-of-the-art
research works from the following perspectives (see Fig. 3).

A. Benefit and Cost
The essence of MCS task allocation is to achieve the tradeoff between several opposing factors, which is divided into
two classes called benefit and cost. The benefit is defined
as the sensing quality of an MCS task, which may be
measured by different metrics (i.e., spatial–temporal coveragebased metrics and sensor data value-based metrics described in
Section III-C). However, in order to achieve higher benefit (or
sensing quality), some overhead factors, which is called cost
is this paper, should be taken into account. The cost factors
mainly include incentive cost, risk of location privacy leak,
energy consumption, and so forth. We classify the existing
work as follows, which is based on the type of cost in the
formulated optimization problems.
First, to improve the sensing quality of MCS tasks, the
naïve way is to assign tasks to as many workers as possible. However, too many task assignments will lead to the
increase in incentive cost. Thus, sensing quality and cost are
two opposing factors, and managing the tradeoff between
them through task allocation is a fundamental and crucial
research problem. Several research studies were proposed
recently which aimed at either maximizing the sensing quality with budget constraints (e.g., [42]–[44]), or minimizing the
incentive cost while guaranteeing a minimum level of sensing
quality (e.g., [33], [45], and [46]).
Second, sensing quality and location privacy are often two
conflicting-objectives in task allocation optimization. To protect mobile users’ locations, their actual locations are often
perturbed or obfuscated before being uploaded to the server.
Usually, the higher protection effect is desired (i.e., the location is more inaccurate), the lower sensing quality could be
obtained. One of the most commonly used location privacy
protection methods belongs to the category of cloaking, where
a user’s fine-grained location is down-graded to a coarse-level
region [65]. More recently, differential privacy is applied in
MCS to provide a theoretical privacy guarantee regardless
of any adversary’s prior knowledge about his victim user’s
location distribution [64]. To obtain the highest sensing quality while ensuring privacy protection effect, many researchers
have formulated an optimization problem for task allocation,
where privacy protection effect is often regarded as constraints
and sensing quality as optimization objectives [64], [66].
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Third, several methods can be utilized to reduce the energy
consumption in MCS. For example, in sensing data collection phase, Khan et al. [35] designed new methods using
a set of energy-efficient sensors to replace the traditional
approaches consisting of more energy consuming sensors, or
dynamically adjust the data collection frequency to do tasks
more efficiently. In the data transferring phase, low-power
wireless communication network (e.g., Wi-Fi) is utilized to
upload data, rather through 3G/4G [47], or upload data to
the server when users established the Internet connections
for other applications, called piggyback [27]. However, all the
above mechanisms are used for reducing the energy consumption of an individual worker. In the task allocation, several
studies focus on how to optimize the overall energy consumption for MCS systems. For instance, to minimize the energy
consumption, [33] attempts to minimize total energy consumption while ensuring the required spatial–temporal coverage.
Liu et al. [36] formulated a task allocation problem, whose
objective is to maximize sensing quality while minimizing
energy consumption. Xiong et al. [34] formulated another
MCS task allocation problem, in which the objective is to
maximize the task quality given a limited overall energy consumption. The study in [51] formulates another version of task
allocation problem by considering the energy consumption,
worker’ reputation, and budget limitation all together.
B. Single-Objective Allocation Versus Multiobjective
Allocation
Most of the existing research works formulate the MCS task
allocation as a single objective optimization problem, in which
they only aim at optimizing one specific goal while keeping
others as constraints. For example, the formulated problems
in [33], [34], and [42]–[45] are all single-objective-oriented.
On the other hand, some others formulate the MCS task allocation as a multiobjective optimization problem [32], [36].
For example, [36] aims at maximizing sensing quality while
minimizing energy consumption in MCS task allocation. The
objective of [32] is to minimize the traveling cost and meanwhile maximizing the number of completed MCS tasks.
The multiobjective optimization problems formulated in [32]
and [36] are commonly transformed into single-objective
optimization problems based on the theory in [37], in which
the weight of each objective is defined by task organizer.
The shortcoming of such transformation is that sometimes
it is difficult for the task organizers to decide the weight
parameters.
C. Single-Task-Oriented Allocation Versus
Multitask-Oriented Allocation
In the earlier stage of MCS research, existing approaches
(e.g., [33], [34], [36], [39], [42], and [43]) are mostly singletask oriented, where they assume that tasks on MCS platforms
are isolated so that the task allocation is executed for each
single task independently. However, as the number of MCS
tasks increases, the tasks are no longer independent, because
they compete with each other in a shared and limited resource
pool (e.g., shared user pool or total budget). Thus, in order
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to better coordinate tasks and make full use of the limited
resources, some recent studies (e.g., [48]–[50] and [77]) have
started to focus on multitask allocation, where the interdependency of multiple tasks is considered. Typically, the objective
is to optimize the overall utility of multiple tasks. For example, [50] and [77] studied the overall utility maximization of
multiple tasks with worker’s sensing capability constraints,
while [32], [48], and [49] proposed frameworks to optimize
the overall utility with a total incentive budget constraint. In
these works, the overall utility is all defined as the weighted
sum of each task’s sensing quality (e.g., spatial–temporal
coverage).
D. Offline Allocation Versus Online Allocation
In terms of the timing when the allocation solution is determined, MCS tasks allocation can be either online or offline.
If the tasks are assigned before the start time of the MCS
task execution, it is the offline mode. On the contrary, if
the task allocation is performed while the MCS task is running, it is the online allocation. For example, studies such
as [33], [34], [42], [49], and [50] are based on offline mode.
The offline mode does not require the workers’ real-time location information, which is more privacy-preserving. However,
one main technical challenge for offline task allocation is that
the system should be able to predict the workers’ mobility
accurately based on historical records. In contrast, existing
studies, such as [60] and [61], adopt the online mode. The
objective of [60] is to minimize the number of redundant
task assignments while ensuring the required number of participants returning the sensing results within each time slot.
A study in [61] aims at minimizing the number of assigned
tasks while ensuring the full coverage the target area in each
time slot. Compared to the offline mode, online task allocation
has more knowledge about the real-time location of worker u
in time slot i, if u uploads data with geotagging in previous
time slots (1, 2, . . . , i − 1). Thus, the mobility prediction can
be easier with the combination of both real-time location and
historical mobility records.
V. MCS TASK A LLOCATION A LGORITHMS
A. General Framework
Though with different goals and constraints, the task
allocation can be formulated as combinatorial optimization
problems, which attempt to find an optimal solution from
a large search space. For instance, several studies aim to
find a subset set of workers [33], [34], [46], [48], while
some others’ goal is to find a subset of task-and-worker
pairs [31], [32], [49], [50], [53], [54]. Intuitively, it is easy to
think of a brute-force approach, where it can estimate the utility of each possible combination so that the optimal one can be
obtained. However, the formulated combinatorial optimization
problems are usually NP-hard, thus the brute force approach
is not acceptable when there are a large number of workers
or tasks. Therefore, existing research work commonly chooses
to design approximation allocation algorithms to achieve the
near-optimal solution, which can be divided into the following
two categories.
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strict approximation bound is not declared in these studies.
Considering that greedy-based algorithms enjoy a good empirical performance in studies such as [50], in which the utility
functions are nonsubmodular, it is interesting to investigate if
a certain theoretical bound exists in future work. Recent literature regarding the guarantees for greedy optimization of
nonsubmodular functions [52] may inspire us to address this
issue.
Fig. 4.

General framework for MCS task allocation.

The general framework for MCS task allocation is presented
in Fig. 4, which consists of two major components.
1) Utility Estimation: The algorithms for estimating the
utility of a given set (a set of workers or task-and-worker
pairs). Usually, the estimation needs the understanding
of the workers’ mobility pattern so that the historical
mobility records profiling and mobility prediction are
the basic components.
2) Searching Process: The searching algorithms to obtain
a near-optimal solution. The algorithms are divided as
greedy or nongreedy in this paper.
B. Greedy-Based Algorithms
Most of the existing studies for MCS task allocation adopt
the greedy-based algorithms [33], [34], [42], [43], [48]–[50],
in which it iteratively selects “best” element (i.e., a worker or
a task-and-worker pair) and adds into a set until certain stopping criterion is triggered (e.g., budget is used up, required
coverage is reached, or none of the workers can be assigned
to new tasks). After the greedy process stops, the obtained
set is the near-optimal solution. For example, the greedybased algorithm in [33] iteratively selects the participant with
the maximum estimated coverage increase until the coverage requirement is satisfied. In some special problem settings
such as [34] and [50], as the utility function cannot be estimated directly, multiple rounds of the greedy process should
be executed to improve the optimality. In the experimental
evaluation, the proposed greedy-based approaches are proved
to be effective in their targeted application scenarios under
various settings.
However, in terms of theoretical bound, some algorithms
have approximation bound guarantees, while others do not.
Whether the proposed greedy algorithms have approximation bound are determined by the property of the defined
utility functions and constraints. For example, the utility functions defined in [33], [34], [42], [43], [48], and [49] are the
submodular set function with cardinality constraints, so the
greedy-based approaches can achieve at least 1 − 1/e(≈ 0.63)
approximation bound compared to the optimal solution. We
look at the exemplary problem, which is defined as selecting
a fixed number of users with the objective of maximizing coverage. In this example, with a limited number of workers (e.g.,
1000 workers), if the optimal solution (e.g., the brute-force
approach) can get a coverage of 0.98, then the near-optimal
solution can get at least a coverage of 0.9×0.63 = 0.617 even
in the worst case. On the contrary, the utility functions
used in [31], [32], and [50] are nonsubmodular, so that the

C. Nongreedy Algorithms
Although through empirical studies the greedy-based
approaches are proved to be effective in their formulated
problems and settings, they are not the skeleton key for all
rooms as the formulation of MCS task allocation is diversifying. The greedy algorithms are suboptimal in some scenario
because they select the local best at each step. Therefore, more
sophisticated algorithms have been designed.
For example, genetic algorithms (GAs) are used in [31] for
optimizing time-sensitive and time-tolerant MCS task allocation problems. In GA, through several generations of selection,
crossover, and mutation, the initial population (i.e., initial task
allocation solution) converges to the optimal or near-optimal
solution. Liu et al. [32] transformed the problem using the
minimum cost maximum flow (MCMF) theory and construct
a new MCMF model by considering different constraints,
then propose the MT-MCMF and MTP-MCMF algorithms.
Both [53] and [54] formulate the MCS task allocation as
a bipartite graph partition problem and propose divide-andconquer algorithms. In order to maximize the number of tasks
allocated to each worker, two algorithms are developed using
dynamic programming and branch-and-bound strategies [55].
Also, a bisection-based algorithm1 is developed in [56] that
performs top-down recursive bisection and a bottom-up merge
procedure iteratively so that assignment and scheduling can be
performed locally in a much smaller promising space.
D. Algorithm Evaluation
We should evaluate the task allocation algorithm before
applying it in real-world MCS systems. The common strategy
for evaluating the algorithms is to compare the performance
with different baselines under various settings (e.g., the number of tasks and workers, workers’ bandwidth, total incentive
budget, task distribution, etc.). One of the biggest challenges for the MCS research community to evaluate the
task allocation algorithm is the absence of public real-world
datasets from applications. Therefore, the existing work always
evaluates the algorithms’ performance based on both the realworld and synthetic datasets. The information of workers’
mobility is usually based on a real-world dataset (such as
D4D [2] and Gowalla [70]), while the information of task
(such as spatial–temporal distribution, budget, and required
quality) are commonly synthetic. A typical example of the
real-world dataset used is the D4D dataset [2], which contains two data types. One data type contains the information
about cell towers, including tower id, latitude, and longitude.
1 The bisection method is a root-finding method that repeatedly bisects an
interval and then selects a subinterval in which a root must lie for further
processing.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF C HARACTERISTICS OF P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND A LLOCATION A LGORITHM FOR E ACH A NALYZED PAPER

The other one contains 50 000 users’ phone call records in
Ivory Coast. The D4D dataset is used in the evaluation of
task allocation algorithms such as [32]–[34], [49], and [50].
For the synthetic dataset, one representative example is that
To et al. [59] proposed a toolbox to generate synthetic
data for experimentation of MCS, thus leading to reproducible
research.
Table I summarizes the characteristics of problem formulation and allocation algorithm for each MCS task allocation
study. We hope this could help readers quickly identify the
subset of relevant papers for his/her purposes.

VI. F UTURE R ESEARCH O PPORTUNITIES AND P ROPOSALS
Existing work on MCS has studied various aspects for task
allocation. However, the gap between ideal problem setting
and real-world applications still prevent MCS system from
being widely deployed. Thus, we next highlight several directions for future research by taking some practical issues into
account.
A. Sustainable MCS Task Allocation
Existing studies usually focus on short-term task allocation
in MCS. For instance, the organizer allocates the sensing task
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of traffic accident detection to participators immediately and
the participators attempt to complete the tasks as soon as possible. In contrast, there are also many long-term sensing tasks,
such as air quality surveillance for several years, which are
significant for future cities and do need the sustainable task
allocation. To achieve the sustainability, four directions are
required to be considered. First, unlike the one-time budget
in most of recent literature, a continuous investment/spending
model should be formulated and its dynamic balance is valuable to be derived. Second, more attention should be payed
to the participator experience. Not only the incentive mechanism but also the cultural recognition can motive the long-term
participant. Third, “Rome was not built in a day.” The penetration of MCS will be a gradual process. Current studies
always assume that all users or a given probability of users
would accept the task allocation, which is not applicable in
practice. It is better to define a new feature of penetration to
characterize the development of MCS.
Fourth, a green task allocation is valuable in sustainable
MCS. Here, the “green” have several meanings including:
adopt the green energy, minimize the junk/redundant information, and reduce the human cost. Based on the above
directions, we think sustainable MCS task allocation is still
an uncovered treasure, worthy of our researching.
B. Behavioral Models for Improving Task Allocation
Actually, many factors will affect users’ behavior in task
completion, which is crucial for task allocation. For example,
if we can predict the workers’ task acceptance likelihood, then
we can further optimize the task allocation by assigning more
tasks to those more likely to accept it [63]. Literatures of general crowdsourcing predict workers’ behaviors by considering
factors, such as topical interest, expertise, and time availability. In addition to that, MCS should further consider many
other contextual factors. For example, contexts (e.g., the participants’ motion and the position of the mobile device) has
a significant impact on the sensing data quality for certain
types of MCS tasks. We can train a sensing data quality classifier, which extract the relation between context information
(such as the participants’ motion) and sensing data quality, to
estimate data quality in MCS. This classifier can be applied
to guide user recruitment and task assignment in MCS. In
another example, by detecting instances where a participant is
bored, it is then possible to take advantage of their contextual
cognitive surplus.
C. Hybrid MCS Task Allocation
Existing task allocation solutions adopt either the opportunistic mode or the participatory mode (mentioned in
Section III). Motivated by the complementary nature of these
two modes, there may be a hybrid solution, which can effectively integrate the opportunistic-mode and the participatorymode task allocation. For example, we can recruit a number
of opportunistic workers to complete tasks during their routine
trajectories. Then, we further assign some other participatory workers to locations where tasks cannot be completed
by the opportunistic workers alone. The hybrid solution has
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two advantages. First, from the perspective of the workers, it
naturally accommodates the workers’ participation preferences
and makes full use of the available human sensing resources.
Although the workers all want to contribute sensing data to
MCS tasks, their preferred way of participation can be different. For example, some office employees are busy all day and
do not have time to take a detour for task completion. In this
case, they only accept to complete tasks on their daily routine
trajectories. In contrast, some retired or unemployed citizens
who have plenty of leisure time may be willing to move intentionally and complete tasks to earn incentive rewards. Second,
from the perspective of the task organizer, it can achieve
a better tradeoff between sensing quality and cost. Compared
with pure participatory-mode approaches, it leverages some
opportunistic workers to unintentionally complete tasks, which
significantly reduces the incentive cost. In contrast to the pure
opportunistic-mode approaches, it further improves the sensing quality by assigning some participatory workers to move
and complete tasks in uncovered locations. However, when the
task allocation of these two types of workers is correlated (e.g.,
they share a total incentive budget), it is challenging to jointly
optimize them, which remains as a future research issue.
D. Considering Data Sharing Among Multiple Tasks
Existing work for MCS task allocation only considers the
competitive relation among multiple tasks. That is, if a sensing resource (workers) is allocated to some tasks, other tasks
cannot utilize it. However, we can take into account more
complicated situations, where sensing results for a task can
be utilized for another task. Intuitively, although the number
of sensing tasks may become larger and larger with the popularity of MCS, the kinds of sensors in the smartphone are
limited. To this end, some tasks can share the same type of
sensing data, or the sensing data among tasks are co-related.
For example, the queue time estimation task in [67] needs to
use GPS, accelerometers, and microphones, while noise level
monitoring task requires GPS and microphones. In this case,
the GPS and accelerometers can be shared.
E. Social-Network-Assisted MCS Task Allocation
Existing studies commonly recruit workers and allocate
tasks on specialized MCS systems with assumed large user
pools, so that their goal is to select a subset of users from the
pool with the consideration of some factors (e.g., sensing quality and cost). However, they fail to work when such assumed
large user pools do not exist. In the recent decade, the popularity of mobile social networks (MSNs, e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
Foursquare, etc.) has created new mediums for information
sharing and propagation, and they have gradually become
promising platforms for advertising novel products or innovative ideas. Inspired by the power of MSN, instead of relying on
specific MCS platforms, it is interesting to study how to recruit
workers of MCS task in a novel manner, i.e., exploiting social
network as the task allocation platform. Nevertheless, we cannot directly adopt the information propagation model of the
social network in social-network assisted MCS task allocation.
When determining whether the user will be influenced by the
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propagated information, the existing models merely consider
the influence from the neighbors in the social network without taking the specific factors about MCS tasks into account.
For example, whether the incentive is attractive or whether
the task’s topic is interesting would have a significant impact
on the users’ decision on accepting or declining the task.
Thus, it needs to extend the state-of-the-art propagation models in the social network research community by introducing
MCS-specific factors.
F. Composite MCS Task Allocation
For previous work of MCS task allocation, sensing tasks are
rather simple, where a participant’s mobile device can provide
a complete sample by utilizing a single type of sensor. In
the real-world application scenarios, however, there are some
other MCS tasks which can be rather complex, which consists
of several subtasks and different types of sensors or sensing
capability. We refer such complicated tasks as the composite
MCS tasks. Air quality monitoring task is a typical example of composite MCS because the air quality index (AQI) is
calculated based on the sensor readings of multiple types of
pollutants, including ground-level ozone, particulates, sulfur
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide. A participant usually fails to provide a full sample for a composite
task, because he/she may not have the sensing capabilities
of all subtasks. For example, their smartphone may not be
embedded with the required sensors (e.g., SO2 sensor), or they
deliberately disable the sensors (e.g., microphone) to preserve
their privacy. If we assume that the mobile device of each
participant is embedded with a subset of the required pollutant sensors, then a complete AQI in a certain place should
be obtained through the collaborative sensing among multiple
participants. As each participant is only able to complete a subset of subtasks, the composite task should be accomplished
through the collaboration of multiple participants. Therefore,
the task allocation of the composite task is much more complicated, so that the study on the task allocation of the composite
MCS is an important direction for future research.
G. Location-Privacy-Concerned MCS Task Allocation
While much theoretical privacy protection has been
proposed in MCS task allocation, it seems that in real applications, privacy protection is still often ignored, or implemented
by some simple configuration options where users can set
private locations to avoid being sensed. This phenomenon
may be because users are often hard to understand the real
privacy protection effect for them if the privacy mechanism is not intuitively comprehensible. Moreover, in reality,
many users may be unclear about the potential consequences
incurred by privacy leakage [62], which makes implementing
privacy mechanisms is not urgent for MCS business entities.
Therefore, there is still a huge gap between the industry and
academia in the MCS location privacy concerned task allocation. To fill this gap, one possible direction is to design
more user-friendly (understandable) privacy mechanisms and
educate the public about the severe privacy leakage consequences, so as to make the users more concerned about their
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privacy and get the most appropriate privacy configurations;
and another is to make some guidelines and regularizations
about user privacy for MCS business entities, so as to facilitate
a more secure sensing environment for MCS participants.
H. Task Allocation for Sparse MCS
While many MCS task allocation methods are proposed to
maximize the sensing coverage of the target area, how to deal
with the missing data of un-sensed regions are often neglected
in those methods. Recently, researchers have proposed “sparse
MCS” paradigm, where the treatment of such missing data in
un-sensed regions is formalized as an important stage. Stateof-the-art machine learning approaches like matrix completion
and compressive sensing are used in this stage to infer the
missing data with high quality [39], [40]. In sparse MCS, the
target of task allocation differs from coverage maximization,
as the sensing data of different regions at different time slots
can contribute diversely to the overall missing data inference quality. However, because the ground truth sensing
values of un-sensed areas are unknown, how to quantify
the data inference quality is really challenging. Rather than
directly comparing the inferred data with ground truth, novel
methods have to be developed to measure the data inference quality. If more real-life factors are added, e.g., different
participants are paid with different incentives, the task allocation for sparse MCS will become even more complicated. To
this end, how to design effective and efficient task allocation
schemes for spare MCS needs more research efforts.
I. Task Allocation for Indoor MCS
Existing task allocation approaches are mainly designed for
outdoor scenarios. MCS in indoor areas is becoming more and
more crucial for flow management, security and surveillance,
or building usage statistics in recent years. For example, studies such as [74] and [75] proposed floor plan reconstruction
and indoor navigation systems by leveraging crowd-sensed
data from mobile users. These studies mainly focus on the
inference of the floor layout or people’s locations given a fixed
set of mobile devices and their signals. It is interesting to further study the task allocation problem for these indoor MCS
applications. For example, if the candidate users who are willing to share the signals require certain incentive reward, then
it is interesting to study how to select a set of devices for
jointly optimizing the incentive cost and accuracy of floor
reconstruction or indoor navigation.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we survey the task allocation problem of
a special case of crowdsourcing, named MCS, which requires
workers’ physical presence at certain locations in order to
complete urban environment sensing tasks. We discuss the
unique characteristics of MCS. We then classify the state-ofthe-art research into different categories with different problem
formulation or allocation algorithms. In the end, we suggest
several promising issues as future research directions.
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